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Abstract – In this paper fusion of inadequate timing
information from GPS space vehicles and from a cellular
network is studied. Neither of the sources is accurate
enough to be used for exact timing alone, but using the
time recovery method proposed by the author, exact
timing can be eventually derived from the fusion of these
sources. Naturally, the positioning accuracy is also
positively affected when accurate time is recovered.

The proposed method is based on minimization of a
quality of fit value. The quality of fit value used in this
paper is sum of squared residuals obtained from a least
mean squares based positioning solution, widely used in
point-solution type GPS applications. The proposed
method is tested and its performance is demonstrated
using both simulated and real data.

Keywords: Network-assisted GPS, time recovery,
information fusion.

1 Introduction

Global Positioning System (GPS) positioning is based on
measuring relative times-of-arrival (ToA) of signals
synchronously transmitted from plurality of satellites aka
space vechiles (SV). A GPS receiver locks to a number of
signals, in general case to more than 3 signals, measures
the corresponding ToAs and solves user's position,
velocity and time (PVT) according to these
measurements. There are numerous approaches available
for user's PVT solution eg. closed-form, iterative and
recursive methods [1-3].

GPS signals consist of subsignals modulated together. The
subsignals are carrier signals, ranging signals and
navigation data signals. There are two different GPS
carrier signals or bands (1,575 GHz, L1 and 1,24 GHz,
L2) and also two ranging signals (1.023 MHz and 10.23
MHz) of which only the former ones are available for
civilian users [1,2]. The civilian ranging signal is called
Coarse Acquisition or C/A -code. Navigation data,
consisting of timing and SV position information,  is the
same on both bands but naturally different between SVs.
Navigation data is transmitted at 50 bits per second.

GPS signaling is based on a code division multiple access
(CDMA) principle. Briefly, this means that all the SVs are
transmitting at the same carrier frequencies but the signals
are separated from each other by coding (or spreading).
Spreading is carried out with different pseudorandom
(PRN) codes unique for each SV. This method is also
called  spread spectrum technique. The receiver is able to
replicate all the unique PRN codes and thus can separate
or despread the signals from the noise and from each
other. In GPS, the PRN codes are also the key to the
ranging of the SVs.

The civilian ranging signal, C/A-code, is constructed on a
PRN sequence of length of 1023 chips. At the nominal
frequency the C/A-code repeats itself once every
millisecond thus being cyclic by its nature. Consequently,
the C/A-code by itself is not enough for exact ranging or
ToA measuring since the SVs are on average at distances
of 21 000 km above the Earth which corresponds to a
unknown number of C/A-code epochs. In order to remove
C/A-code epoch ambiguity, ToA measurement in the
civilian case has to be done in two parts. The bulk of the
ToA measurement is based on timing of a common bit
pattern (e.g. Time-of-Week, ToW-count) in the incoming
navigation data stream. The rest of the ToA measurement
is then obtained from the C/A-code phase measurement.

In weak signal conditions e.g. indoors, the received
navigation data are very noisy despite of the despreading
gain. This makes it very difficult, if not impossible, to
identify and to do timing of received bit patterns due to
high bit error rate. Consequently, also the construction of
the ToAs becomes now impossible together with the
positioning of the receiver. Unless accurate timing is
received from some other source, positioning cannot be
carried out in this case.

The interest towards personal positioning has rapidly
grown in the cellular community [4,5]. The notorious
FCC-E911 mandate and constantly increasing demand on
commerical location based applications have driven
cellular phone and network manufactures to find solutions
for accurate positioning in urban environment. Seemingly,
the only suitable method for this is network assisted GPS
(NA-GPS) [4-6]. In NA-GPS the serving cellular network
can be seen as a virtually integrated part of a GPS receiver



providing assistance to it in forms of navigation data and
timing when needed. Figure 1 illustrates the NA-GPS
scheme. But albeit the navigation data messages are
received from the cellular network, they will be rather
useless unless the network is also able to transmit the
corresponding timing assistance with extreme accuracy
[6]. After all, the SV positions are solved as a function of
time and should the timing be incorrect so would be also
the satellites' positions and the solved user's PVT.
Regrettably, very exact timing  is not available e.g. in
standard GSM networks which thus decreases positioning
quality in weak signal conditions when timing is
dependent on timing assistance.

In this paper a novel method is presented which enables
accurate timing and positioning in weak signal conditions
in spite of poor timing assistance. The fusion of network
assistance data together with measured ambiguous C/A-
code phase measurements makes it possible to find exact
timing even though the navigation data bits and thus ToW
message cannot be identified. The proposed method is
based on minimization of  measurement residuals
obtained e.g. from least mean squares solution using an
optimization technique. In fact, the temporal inaccuracy in
timing assistance is allowed to be as large as ±180
seconds i.e. several minutes. In chapter 2, the construction
of ToA measurement and position calculation using the
least mean squares procedure is presented in detail.
Chapter 3 specifies weak signal conditions and introduces
the assistance data transmitted from the network which is
used in time recovery. In chapter 4, the proposed time
recovery method is presented. The proposed method is
simulated and tested in chapter 5 and conclusions from the
results are drawn in chapter 6.

Assistance
data

Figure 1. Illustration of a network-assisted GPS scheme.
GPS receiver is integrated inside a mobile terminal.

2 Position Solution

ToA of the C/A ranging signal of the jth SV in good
signal conditions at  common sampling instant k is
calculated as

)()()()( kTkTkTkT j
chip

j
msToW

j
ToA ++= ,                        (1)

where )(kTToW  the Time of Week–count from the most

recent subframe in seconds, )(kT j
ms  is the number of

integer C/A-code epochs since a common reference point
(e.g. the first bit of the subframe timed by the ToW count)

in seconds and  )(kT j
chip is the combined code count

(integer chips, 0-1022) and code phase (fractional chips)
measurement in seconds. As can be seen from Eq. (1), the
ToA measurement technically consists of two parts: of the
navigation data based part and of the ranging signal based
part.

In the general case, once ToA measurements  at least from
4 different SVs are obtained and valid satellite orbit
parameters are received, the user’s position, velocity and
time can be solved. Here, a well-known least mean
squares (LMS) algorithm is used for position solution
[1,2]. It is taken here as an example due to its simplicity.
However, despite its simple structure the LMS has very
good convergence and it is also able to produce an error
estimate of the obtained position fix.

The LMS procedure described in the next is only
illustrative. The steps and corresponding calculations can
be done as well in various ways and in various orders. For
the simplicity of the presentation some basic operations
are omitted e.g. removal of satellite clock bias, ionosphere
corrections etc. and also the velocity solution. It is also
assumed that all measurements are obtained at the same
time i.e. receiver's tracking channels are sampled in
parallel and that there is no previous solutions available to
be used as initial position etc.

Step 1. Initialization of GPS Time

Any of the ToA measurements can be selected as the
reference for GPS time initialization. An initial estimate

of the current GPS time, )(ˆ kTGPS , is obtained by adding

an average transfer delay (time of flight)  of 70 ms (21
000 km divided by the speed of light) to the chosen
reference measurement

070.0)()(ˆ += kTkT j
ToAGPS .                                           (2)

Step 2. Calculation of measured pseudoranges

Measured ranges aka pseudoranges (ranges are called
pseudoranges because the geometrical distances from the
SVs to the receiver are indirectly measured from the
ToAs) in meters are calculated by substracting the



measured ToAs from the estimated GPS time and
multiplying the result by the speed of light, c,

ckTkTk j
ToAGPS

j
m ´-= ))()(ˆ()(r , j = 1…M,                 (3)

where M is the number of SVs (measurements) and sub-m
indicates a measured value. (The reader should again
notice that Eq. (3) is only illustrative omitting e.g. SV
clock biases and atmosphere corrections.)

Step 3. Calculation of predicted pseudoranges

Predicted pseudoranges, )(kj
pr , are calculated from the

initial user's position, )(kux , and SV positions at

estimated times of signal transmission as shown in Eq.
(4). In the network-assisted mode, the initial user position
can be  chosen to be the position of the serving cellular
base station (BS), if available. Thus,

[ ] cktkkTkTk u
j

ToFGPS
j
SV

j
p ´+--= )()()()(ˆ)( uxxr ,(4)

where SV positions, j
SVx , are calculated from the

navigation data according to the generally known
equations as function of the estimated GPS time and time

of flights, )(kT j
ToF , of the signals and )(ktu  is the

receiver's clock bias from the current GPS-time [1,2]. A
bold letter is used to denote vector formalism.

Step 4. User PVT solution

The biases in the initial position and in the GPS time
estimate are calculated next using the LMS algorithm. The
LMS algorithm estimates the biases by finding such a
user's position and time bias that would best fit to the M
measurements minimizing the sum of squared residuals.
The solution itself is quite straightforward and it is easily
obtained through simple calculus starting from Eq. (4)
(omitted here, see [1,2]). The LMS solution is

[ ] )()()()(
)(

)( 1
kkHkHkH
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u
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D

D -x
,                    (5)

where )(kuxD , )(ktuD  are estimated user's position and

time biases and )(kH is the Jacobian matrix of predicted

pseudoranges linearized at )(kux  and )(ktu
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comprising on its rows the direction cosines of the unit
vectors pointing from the current user position to the SVs.

)(krrD  in Eq. (59 is a column vector having the residuals

of predicted and measured pseudoranges on its elements
as
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Super-T denotes transpose operation and super-minus one
matrix inverse, respectively. In good signal conditions and
with nicely distributed SVs the time bias term, )(ktuD ,

practically gives the exact error, )(kTGPSD , between the

estimated GPS time, )(ˆ kTGPS , and the true GPS time,

)(kTGPS ,

)(ˆ)()()( kTkTkTkt GPSGPSGPSu -=D@D .                    (8)

The error induced to the estimated GPS time during the
initialization in Step 1 in Eq. (2) can now be corrected. If
the time bias is found considerably large, it is also
possible to use the corrected time to recalculate the SV’s
positions and to enhance the position fix by reiteration
starting from step 2.

2.1 Quality of Fit Value

The quality of fit -criterion that is minimized by the LMS
solution is the sum of the squared residuals or errors,
(SSE) [1,2]. It is found from

[ ] [ ])()()()()()()( kkHkkkHkkSSE T xx D-DD-D@ rrrr ,  (9)

where the )(kxD  that yields the minimum SSE is

obviously
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Note, that according to Eq. (9) for every position and time
bias solution )(kxD , there is a SSE value associated with

it which indicates “goodness” or quality of the solution. In
good signal conditions and with satisfactory SV
constellation the user's position and time bias solutions
would be very precise, of course within the atmosphere
degradation. If differential GPS (DGPS) corrections are
available, the position accuracy will naturally be better,
but the solution itself would not still be anything but
optimal in the SSE sense as it would be also in the non-
DGPS case.



3 Weak Signal Conditions

When the receiver is located indoors or if the SVs are
from any other reason out of direct line of sight (LOS) the
received signals become highly attenuated. The level of
attenuation might easily be as much as 20-30 dBs e.g. due
to concrete walls and metal-topped roofs. It is presumable
that this kind of weak signal conditions are very common
in urban areas [4-6].

Due to the spread spectrum transmission and development
of digital signal processing technologies, a modern, high-
sensitive multi-channel GPS receiver is able to lock even
on very faint carrier and ranging signals, but unfortunately
the navigation data usually still remains buried under
noise. In very poor signal conditions the received
navigation data bits have too high bit error rate (BER) to
be decoded reliably. Consequently, in plain C/A-code case
there is now no way to calculate the ToAs as presented in
Eq. (1) since the bit patterns cannot be identified nor
timed. The only usable measurements are code count and
code phase measurements, that is, only the third element
in Eq. (1) is directly measurable and available in the
receiver. There are now only two alternatives to choose
from: either to get the timing as assistance from
somewhere else or simply to cease positioning. The latter
is usually out of the question, especially in emergency call
cases.

In practice, timing assistance can be retrieved from two
different sources: from an internal timer (real time clock,
RTC) or from a cellular network if the GPS receiver is
integrated into a cellular terminal [4-6]. Usually, very
inexpensive crystal oscillators are used as RTCs that do
not have good long-term stability and thus cannot be
referenced as high-quality timing assistance. Hence, the
only practical source for timing aid seems to be the
cellular network.

3.1 Network Assistance

There were a lot of different proposals on the table for the
standardized network assistance messages [8] during
spring 2000. Finally, the standardization committee in
Europe (ETSI) was able to make the decision about which
proposals would be the ones used in the first
standarization releases. There is no room in this paper to
describe the detailed contents of the standardized
messages, but those who are interested about the subject
can look in [8].  In a nutshell, the standardized messages
comprise precise SV orbit parameters called ephemeris
parameters, timing assistance and location of the serving
base station.

As was previously mentioned, a standard GSM network as
such does not transmit exact timing information to the
mobile terminal. Moreover, GSM BS is neither
synchronized to any universal time or to other BSs in the
vicinity. Therefore, if reliable timing assistance is to be
transmitted to an integrated GPS receiver, at least the

serving BS has to be equipped with an external timing
unit called location measurement unit (LMU). LMU is
synchronized to the GPS time and it is able to time-stamp
the communication signal bursts from the BS to the
receiver with the GPS time so that GPS time can be
recovered in the terminal very accurately.

3.2 GPS Time Recovery from an Accurate
Network Assistance

Now, assuming accurate timing assistance, ephemeris
parameters and the location of the serving base station
from the network, the position of the integrated GPS
receiver can be calculated using only the code count and
code phase measurements. Because the current exact GPS
time and current ephemeris are known, one can position
the SVs very accurately and construct the ToAs

)()(
~

)()(ˆ kTkTkTkT j
chip

j
ToFGPS

j
ToA +-= ,                    (11)

where the "hat" above ToA indicates that only part of the
ToA is directly measured. In turn, the "wave" above ToF
indicates that the next full integer millisecond part of the
ToF,

ms 1000

ms) 1000)((
)(

~ ´
=

kTceil
kT

j
ToFj

ToF ,                            (12)

is taken into account in the calculation. The
submillisecond part is already measured at the third
element. (Any problems relating to the millisecond
ambiguities in Eq. (12) are omitted in this paper.)
Constructed ToAs can now be used as real measurements
e.g. in the earlier described LMS procedure to calculate
the user's PVT.

4 Time Recovery

4.1 Delayed Time Reference

In the previous chapter it was assumed that accurate
timing assistance would be obtained from the serving
cellular base station. Unfortunately, in practice, this might
not be the case.  LMUs are rather expensive and it is up to
a network operator whether the network is upgraded to
support LMU-based solutions. It is therefore expected that
at least some of the cellular operators choose not to install
LMUs but will be relying on LMUless solutions instead.

Obviously, in LMUless case an extremely accurate timing
is not available from any source. RTC was deemed to be
too unstable and standard GSM network is by default
unusable for this purpose. Basically, the only timing
assistance is obtained from the navigation data and DGPS
correction message time stamps. These messages are time-
stamped with the GPS ToW-count, but without any
reference to communication signal bursts there is no way
to measure transmission delays and hence accurate GPS
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time. These messages will always be delayed by a number
of seconds and the delay may or will vary from message
to message!

4.2 Effects of Poor Timing on Position
Solution

The degration caused by an inaccurate timing can be seen
from Eqs. (1), (4) and (11). If the first term in Eq. (11) is
getting biased, so will be the initial estimate of the GPS
time according to Eq. (1). Now, as was mentioned in the
previous chapter, the only usable measurements in weak
signal operation mode are the code count and code phase
measurements which can measure only submillisecond
differences in the ToAs. The bad news is, that this does
not give enough time span to uncover time biases longer
than one millisecond. Thus, the code count and code
phase measurements, which are within 1 ms, cannot
sufficiently measure the time difference, )(kTGPSD , that

may be even hundreds of seconds in the worst cases and
at the minimum at least a number of seconds. Obviously,
the equality in Eq. (8) between time bias and GPS time
difference do not longer hold,

)(ˆ)()()( kTkTkTkt GPSGPSGPSu -=D¹D , and the true

GPS time remains uncovered.

Also, SV positions are affected by the biased timing
reference. Substantial amount of error is introduced to the
position solution due to falsely positioned SVs. The more
the estimated GPS time is biased, the more the SVs are
displaced from their true locations. A SV moves about 3.8
km/s on its orbit and it is clear that timing error of
hundreds of milliseconds or seconds will yield
considerable position error.

4.3 Time Recovery Using SSE Minimization

To summarize the previous points it is now clear that if
extremely accurate timing assistance is not available,

)(kTGPSD  has to be solved accurately by some other

means in order to get a reliable position solution. It is vital
to recover GPS time within few milliseconds to minimize
the errors induced by miscalculated SV positions.

The proposed method in this paper for solving the correct
GPS time is based on minimization of a quality of fit
value. Here, the SSE from Eq. (9) is chosen as the quality
measure.

The presentation of the SSE minimization method is
started by examining Figures 2a and 2b. There figures
present curves, which describe the behaviour of SSE
values as function of )(kTGPSD  and quality of satellite

geometries. The quality of satellite geometry for
positioning is reported with a GDOP (geometrical dilution
of precision) value which is a ratio of degration of
accuracy. The more the SVs are spread above the horizon,

the smaller is the GDOP value and the smaller is also the
degration of accuracy. GDOP is found from

[ ]
þ
ý
ü

î
í
ì=

-1
)()()( kHkHtracekGDOP T ,                       (13)

where trace refers to the sum of diagonal elements of a
matrix. The data used in the calculations was taken from a
GPS simulator producing good quality measurements with
a chosen  SV constellation. At its best, the constellation
consisted of 8 SVs (referred as 'All channels' in the
figures.). Figure 2a depicts SSE values in logarithmic
scale for delays or biases between –180…180 seconds. As
can be seen, all the SSE curves has only one very clear
global optimum near zero delay even with a very poor
GDOP value. A closer look to the surroundings of the
zero-delay point in Figure 2b reveals that the SSE minima
are truly very close to the zero delay point or just at it.

Figure 2a. Quality of fit values between delays
 –180 s to 180 s with different GDOP values.

Figure 2b. Quality of fit values between delays
 –100 ms to 100 ms with different GDOP values.



The conclusion from this is that it is possible to find the
correct GPS time even in the presence of considerable
delay in timing assistance by searching a time instant
having the best quality of fit value. The delay may even in
the scale of minutes.

In other words, the same criterion that is used to find the
optimal result in position solution calculation is now
broadened to give an optimal solution in timing bias
sense. So, it seems that an accurate position solution and
time bias in the case of very poor timing reference can be
found by searching the )(kTGPSD  which yields the best

value according to selected quality of fit measure e.g. the
sum of squared residuals.

Figure 3a illustrates what is actually done in the search for
the optimal )(kTGPSD  value. In fact, the search is

basically just sliding the SVs along their orbits as function
of )(kTGPSD  until the best quality of fit value is found.

The orbits are merely fixed trajectories defined by
Keplerian parameters reported in navigation data
messages and the SVs are placed to these trajectories as a
function of time. Thus, the quest for the best solution
turns out to be simple 1-D optimization.

Because )(kTGPSD  has only one clear global minimum

and it is very smooth by its shape, it is very easy to search
the best )(kTGPSD . The LMS procedure described in

chapter 2 is repeated for each value of )(kTGPSD  and the

best result in the SSE sense is chosen as the optimal
solution. The optimal )(kTGPSD -case is illustrated in

Figure 3b. The resolution of the search is limited to 1
millisecond. There is no need for any finer resolution
since the changes in SV's positions with submillisecond
changes in time are practically neglible.

There are a lot of different methods available to carry out
the search e.g. different method how to select and modify
step sizes etc. However, in this paper these issues are not
considered.

4.4 Computational Issues

Computational burden during the search can be
considerably reduced by modeling the SV trajectories
with polynomials and using these models instead of
solving the SV positions again and again from the
navigation data in each iteration step. For example, spline
fitting has turned out a good way to model non-linear
trajectories [7].

After the optimum )(kTGPSD  is once found, this value

can be used as starting point for future searches. It is clear,
that the search is much faster in next time instants, since
the bulk of the delay is taken out during the initial search
phase. If DGPS corrections are available and GDOP is
good, the timing recovery is very accurate already in the
first optimization round making  further optimizations
almost obsolete. Once the correct timing is once found,

code count and code phase measurements are enough to
keep the timing in track in future.

)(2 krD
)(2 kmr

)(1 krD

)(3 kmr

User's location

)(1 kmr

)(3 krD

Figure 3a. SV constellation when timing is incorrect. The
errors between predicted and measured pseudoranges

)(kj
rD are considerable. Orbits are drawn with gray

lines, the arrows are pointing to the direction of motion.

)(2 kmr

)(3 kmr

User's location )(1 kmr

Figure 3b. SV constellation when timing is correct. The
errors between predicted and measured

pseudoranges are minimal.

5 Testing and Results

The proposed time recovery method was tested with
simulated and real data. Simulation equipment consisted
of the following devices:

· Welnavigate's GPS simulator, a GPS RF-simulator
capable of emulating 12 channels (12 SVs) in
parallel,
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· SiRFStar I, a 12 channel GPS receiver and
· PC with Matlab 5.3.1 having proper software to

process off-line raw channel measurements recorded
with the GPS receiver.

The same equipment was used also for real data tests
except that the GPS RF simulator was replaced with a
proper GPS antenna.

Inaccurate network timing assistance was simulated by
injecting random biases to the true time-of-week –count.
The time bias was modelled to be equally distributed
between [-180,180] seconds. The performance of the time
recovery method was measured from the residual time
bias remaining in the time solution after optimization.

Each position solution was considered as an independent
point-solution without any prior knowledge eg. previous
fixes or timing corrections. Positition was calculated
using the procedure described in chapter 2. The results
from the first initial simulations are presented in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Results with simulated data.

As can be seen from Figure 4, most of the residuals are
between [-1,1] millisecond. Time was recovered very
accurately even if the biases were at most 180 seconds.
One should keep in mind, that these results were obtained
with simulated data which excluded atmosphere
anomalies and other degrading phenomena eg. multipath.
However, the results were still very promising and
encouraged to further tests and analysis with real data in
real environment.

Tests with real data were about the same as with
simulated data. Random biases were injected to the
precise ToW-count in the similar fashion like in the
previous case. However, when testing with real data,
there is no objective truth available for correct time, so
the performance of the time recovery method was
measured against the time obtained from the receiver's
position-time solution. The receiver's time solution was
assumed to be very precise.

In order to study the effects of poor satellite geometry  the
SVs were sorted in groups five each having very different
GDOP value. This way some picture would be gained
about the performance of the proposed method in urban
areas where the GDOP is usually rather poor due to signal
blocking. A portion of the test results is presented in
Figures 5 and 6. Figure 5 presents the results which were
obtained using all the SVs above elevation mask of 7.5
degs in time recovery. In turn, Figure 6 illustrates the time
recovery results for a constellation consisting of 5 SVs
having the worst GDOP value.

The purpose of the below figures is just to give an
illustration about the performance of the proposed time
recovery method. It is clear, that this paper do not have
enough room to give a very through analysis and
presentation of all the tests and studies carried out.

Figure 5. Time recovery results with good SV
constellation.

Figure 6. Time recovery results with bad SV
constellation.



6 Conclusions

In this paper a novel method for GPS time recovery from
inadequate GPS measurements and inaccurate cellular
timing assistance was presented. It was shown, that the
GPS time can be adequately recovered from the fusion of
the mentioned timing sources using a quality of fit
optimization technique. The performance of the proposed
method was demonstrated with real and simulated data
using a commercial GPS receiver.

The results obtained with real data looked very nice and
promising  especially the results which had satisfactory
GDOP. The fact that SA has been turned off makes a
huge difference here. No longer there is an additional
random walk present in the raw GPS measurements
which makes the proposed method almost as precise as a
GPS receiver in nominal conditions. The tests carried out
with SA contaminated measurements (not presented in
this paper) were not so well behaving as the results
presented here.  However, in reality there still exists
multipath propagation, atmosphere anomalies, signal
blockage etc. which still introduce unwanted impurities to
the time recovery.

The fact that rather accurate timing can be obtained
without LMUs may be good news for the network
operators looking for low-cost solutions to meet the
coming positioning accuracy requirements relating e.g. to
FCC-E911 mandate. It is not compulsory to install LMUs
just to enable accurate timing and thus accurate
positioning in weak signal conditions since the GPS time
can be recovered using other types of assistance data. The
temporal inaccuracy in timing assistance is allowed to be
even tens of seconds if the exact location of the BS is
transmitted to the GPS receiver also. Still, one should
always try to minimize the time bias in timing assistance.
As was pointed out in the text, very bad GDOP is every
day life in urban environment introducing additional
uncertainty to the time recovery. Therefore, the closer the
timing assistance is to the true GPS time, the better
chances the time recovery method has to succeed.

There are also other applications for the proposed time
recovery method. Recovered timing can be used in the
GPS receiver itself in reconstruction of navigation data
bits for data wipe-off or for finer time recovery purposes.
Finer time recovery can be done by cross-correlating
reconstructed data sequences with received data bits. The
cross-correlation method provides extremely exact timing
presuming that the received data bits make at least some
sense. In this case the proposed time recovery method is
used to give a rather accurate time base for the ToW-
count and subframe identity number reconstruction. This
kind of usage may come into the question if there exists a
lot of multipath or other distorting phenomena.

Future work will focus on refining the search algorithm
used in finding the optimal timing and increasing
robustness of the recovered time. Time recovery can be
made more robust eg. by filtering consequent rounds.

Also, some attention will be focused on theoretical
analysis of the optimization technique to enhance its
functionality and to find some bounds for existance of
solutions.
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